One Solution for all your Timber and Manufacturing requirements

Timber, Machining & Profile Manufacturing

With 200 years’ combined experience adding value through selection

SAWN / TIMBER
MAIN ROAD, CLAYBROOKE MAGNA, LEICESTERSHIRE LE17 5AQ
t: 01455 209121  f: 01455 209041  e: sales@whitmores.co.uk

MACHINING / PROFILE MANUFACTURING
SMOKE HALL LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WINSFORD, CHESHIRE CW7 3BE
t: 01606 555500  f: 01606 555511  e: profiles@whitmores.co.uk
We offer a select and collect service from our vast Claybrooke Magna site. Call us on:

- t: 01455 209121 (sawn/timber)
- t: 01606 555500 (machining/profile manufacturing)

Timber

From purchasing the right material to stringent quality control for exceptional quality oak, hardwoods and softwood, we pride ourselves in timber selection.

Through and through or cut with one square edge, our longest and straightest seasoned logs are allowed to stabilise for two to five years. Many larger oak logs are traditionally quarter sawn. Our timber is air dried before kilning.

We are fully aware of our obligations under the European Union Timber Regulations (EUTR) as a timber importer and fully committed to ensuring the legality and sustainability of our supply base.

Constructional Timber

Whitmore’s offer a range of construction sizes, particularly in English and Continental Oak, in lengths of up to 50’ making them suitable for churches, country houses and historic property renovation.

Our graders are fully trained and graded beams are available from stock for immediate delivery.

Manufacturing

With our own tooling and a highly skilled, fully trained timber tooling facilities team, we are able to offer standard profiles to solutions for the most complex machining challenges, working to fine tolerances and exacting standards.

A wide range of high-tech machinery is on site and we are able to offer same day tooling and manufacturing.

Processing/Kilning

Logs are sawn through and through or cut with one square edge. Some larger logs, particularly the longest and straightest are set aside to stabilise for 2-5 years. Many of our larger oak logs are quarter sawn in the traditional way.

Our timber is air dried on site and extreme care is taken to keep species protected from high winds and sun which require slow drying to minimise damage or distortion. Less durable species are stored in our covered areas to retain good colour and we prefer to kiln dry timber that has been air dried first.

An on-site vacuum kilning service is available for square edged or waney edged timber to meet moisture content requirements. We also offer softwood kiln drying.

Select and Collect

We offer a select and collect service from our vast Claybrooke Magna site. Call us on:

- t: 01455 209121 (sawn/timber)
- t: 01606 555500 (machining/profile manufacturing)
If you need it - we can supply it!

Bespoke Machining and Component Manufacturing
Whitmore's offer a complete machining and component manufacturing service from stock.

A full range of solid hardwood profiles and veneer wrapped profiles are available in random or cross-cut lengths to suit, alongside a vast range of standard profiles.

Our experts can match any bespoke item in timber or MDF routinely producing specific cutters for the job.

Talk to the experts now on 01606 555500.

Tooling
We have in house tooling, and a team of highly trained professionals to enable a job to be requested, toolled up and into production without any delay.

- In house design and tooling – able to order and turn out on the same day
- Small to large machining jobs
- Nationwide delivery

Accuracy, Flexibility and Versatility

Cross Cutting Optimiser – for perfectly accurate precision cutting
Tongue and Groove Profiling – can also be applied for end matching
Real Wood Veneer Wrapping – for MDF and metal / aluminium
Flooring Blocks – offering a unique manufacturing service of machined all round
Bespoke Timber Laminating Service – any size / any section
Circular Ring Beads
Unique Machining – chair arms, legs and dowel jointed & mitered picture frames

If you need it - we can supply it!

Equipment, Facilities and Service

What makes Whitmore’s different?

We offer a unique service with a quick turnaround for all your bespoke manufacturing needs.

Lippings, laminated timber components and solid hardwood flooring are also available in addition to CNC components.

Alongside our wide range of high-tech equipment, we have extensive machinery for standard work.

Call our experienced machining team on t: 01606 555500 or email us via profiles@whitmores.co.uk
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Whitmore’s offer a unique service with a quick turnaround for all your bespoke manufacturing needs. Our experienced team are always available to discuss your requirements.

A full manufacturing service for quality solid hardwood, MDF profiles, lippings and veneer wrapped profiles amongst others is available which can be supplied in random or cross cut lengths to suit your requirements. From complex veneer wrapping to tongue and groove end matching and flooring blocks through to laminated timber profiles, lippings and veneer wrapped profiles amongst others are available to discuss your requirements.

For CNC – bespoke components
- Door architrave set – wrapped and labelled matching packs of door casings and skirtings
- Flooring blocks
- Picture Frame Mitering, chair arm and leg machining and dowel painting
- On Site Tool Room – enables us to meet your machining needs without delay
- Highly Skilled teams available to meet your machining and manufacturing challenges
- Door Lipping

Whitmore’s operate in full compliance with the European Union Timber Regulation (EUTR). Whitmore’s offer a unique service with a quick turnaround for all your bespoke manufacturing needs. Our experienced team are always available to discuss your requirements.
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Whitmore’s operate in full compliance with the European Union Timber Regulation (EUTR).
Our experienced teams are here to help

SAWN / TIMBER  t: 01455 209121  f: 01455 209041  e: sales@whitmores.co.uk
MACHINING / PROFILE MANUFACTURING  t: 01606 555500  f: 01606 555511  e: profiles@whitmores.co.uk
www.whitmores.co.uk

With 200 years’ combined experience adding value through selection

Registration number BMT-COC-0011
BM TRADA certification scheme covers the SFI, MTCC and CSA schemes

The FSC® logo identifies products which contain wood from well managed forests independently certified in accordance with the rules of the FSC® trademark FT-COC-001168.

PEFC/16-37-025
Promoting sustainable forest management